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wolcen has the best weapons shop ive ever seen in a roguelike, with a
formidable selection of useful - and unique - bits and pieces, but the game also

makes excellent use of the dungeon - so youll find yourself exploring places
like supermarkets, as theres a whole bunch of chests containing coloured

boxes and shrouded action figures. but on the other hand, wolcen is only just a
couple of hours long. and the only actual guidance you'll get from your

character's backstory is the ability to cast a spell by clicking on a pile of bones
and saying the names of various monsters. the characters are, to put it in the
words of felicia day, a bit of a drag. the world is, to put it in the words of val

kilmer, a bit of a bitch. there are no real challenge level settings. wolcen is, to
put it in the words of sarah michelle gellar, an absolute blast. it is by far the
most impressive game the studio has done so far. a way out, the previous

game, was a fairly interesting little game. but even the a way out team has
acknowledged how much a game has changed since it shipped over a year
ago. and wolcen is already a step in a completely different direction. here is
the context for that: wolcen: lords of mayhem is a game about finding the

people you love who have been captured by monsters, freeing them, and then
running from the monsters so they can live to fight another day. that is it. and
that is pretty much all the context you'll need. as for the game itself, the thing

that wolcen is going for, it has, is its thematic appeal. just like a way out,
wolfenstein, dead rising, splatoon, destiny etc. are there downsides? definitely.
wolfenstein might be repetitive as shit if you have no idea what you're doing.

but by playing it, you end up understanding what a confusing experience it can
be in the first place. but that is what makes games like this interesting. wolcen
is a game where you can completely lose your shit, and if it doesn't work out,
you can start all over again in the next dungeon, and things can be amazingly

fun from that position. thats a genuinely new experience and it is fantastic.
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i love the music. the actual game as written is quite good, too. a kind of offline
version of an online game, wolcen lets you play the game on your computer

entirely on your own, without any kind of reliance on a web server or anything
like that. which means you can be offline on occasion, or on location. even

when you're online, you can just run around and do as much or as little as you
like, without anyone but yourself being able to see your progress. there's a lot
of space, all of it in a repeating grid. open area is full of rooms, and each room

contains different types of enemies and is generally less than ten in size.
navigating to a new area is done by clicking and dragging the mouse, opening

up the world map. you control a character that both looks like a high class
rogue, and performs like a ninja. the combat system is a sword and board kind
of affair: you use dual wielding, a number of different kinds of attack combos,

parry, dodge and even intangibles like critical damage. in any situation,
whether to defend, attack, evade, interrupt or whatever, the system always
orders your character to perform a specific action, and you can speed that

action up or slow it down with the commands that you can define. the game
world is all old media. there are the most boring books, scrolls, blueprints and
notes you've ever seen. there is a small town or two with a market, where you
can hire mercs or go about your daily life, and there are paths to reach others.

the biggest problem with the game isn't technical, nor is it one of issues the
game has with server stability. it's not a game with active community support,
which is perhaps not a good idea. but it is a game that is very difficult to learn,

as it is a huge game with huge numbers of possible skill combinations and
combat options. the game in beta merely specified two different weapons

(crossbow and sword) and a small set of skills. after all this time there are still
a thousand things to learn. 5ec8ef588b
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